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Abstract. Determining the meaning of a sentence in a natural language re-
quires an efficient search mechanism to find the corresponding point in a very
large space of sentence meanings. Examination of large search spaces must rely
on constraints to guide the search process and provide satisfactory performance.
However, existing knowledge representation techniques used in AI, both classical
and connectionist, do not satisfy all the requirements needed to represent ad-
equately the semantics, whereby neither of these techniques meet satisfactorily
the most important requirement – proper context representation. We propose a
knowledge representation technique named Hierarchical Semantic Form that can
be used, together with the Space Of Universal Links (SOUL) algorithm, to repre-
sent the semantics adequately. To check the viability of the proposed solution we
have implemented a prototype Semantic Web service that provides information
about flight timetables, defined in a natural language within an ordinary HTML
page, using natural language queries.

1. Introduction

Almost from the beginning of the Artificial Intelligence era, researchers
were divided into two strongly opposed groups, supporters of classical ap-
proach and supporters of connectionism [4]. Classicists were influenced by
the ideas of Universal Turing Machine and von Neumann computer architec-
ture, while connectionists were inspired by the organization of neural system
and brain and the principles of their functioning. The main results of the
classical approach are in the simulation of higher cognitive functions that
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require symbolic processing like reasoning, problem solving and simulating
human behavior, whereas connectionist approach is applied mainly in ma-
chine learning, pattern recognition, computer vision and syntactic parsing.

The main objection to the classical approach is that it cannot be used
for large-scale modelling of real world, because such models require repre-
sentation and search of large spaces, which cannot be achieved by sequential
processing. On the other hand, classicists argue that the connectionist model
cannot represent adequately a combinatorial syntactic and semantic struc-
ture [2].

Classicists employ different knowledge representation techniques [6] to
simulate the intelligent behavior of AI applications. They use semantic nets,
frames, object-attribute-value triplets and logical formalism to describe the
domain of application [8], and rules or predicate calculus to define inference
procedures. However, these knowledge representation techniques are spe-
cialized to represent one type of knowledge and cannot be used to represent
efficiently the meaning of sentences.

Although some attempts have been made to introduce semantic gram-
mars, syntactic grammars are mainly used today in both classical and con-
nectionist approach. This was probably caused by a deceptive possibility
that a relatively simple, general syntactic grammar capable of parsing any
sentence in a natural language is within our reach. However, even if such
grammar is proposed one day, it will not contribute a lot to Natural Language
Understanding, because sentences that share the same syntactic structure
may have completely different meanings.

Based on the connectionist approach with localist representation, we have
developed a Hierarchical Semantic Form (HSF) with the supporting Space
Of Universal Links (SOUL) algorithm that could be used to represent more
types of knowledge than traditional, specialized techniques as well as support
tasks such as Natural Language Understanding, learning or reasoning. HSF
resembles natural, hierarchically organized neural networks.

To verify the ideas applied in HSF and SOUL, we have implemented a
prototype Semantic Web service that gives information about flight timeta-
bles. A user makes a natural language query about a flight, and Web service
then finds all flights that satisfy the query.

2. Natural Language Understanding

The problem of understanding sentences written in a natural language is
in its essence a search problem. The problem is how to map a sentence, which
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is, for example, 100 characters long, to a point representing the meaning of
that sentence in the space of all meaningful sentences.

A brute force approach would be to attach meaning to all meaningful
sentences and when a sentence is fed to system to try to match the sequence
of characters representing the given sentence to sequences of characters rep-
resenting all meaningful sentences. However, the brute force approach is not
practical, because the search space for sequences representing sentences is
extremely large (e.g., for a 100 character long sentence consisting of letters
and blank characters, the search space contains 10027 = 1054 points). How-
ever, this space is very sparsely populated (i.e. it includes sequences of blank
characters and many other meaningless sequences), hence a good constraint
mechanism (proper context representation) could enhance search a lot.

As is well known in the engineering practice, the complexity of a problem
can be decreased if it is decomposed into less complex subproblems. In AI
this reduction of complexity is achieved using two principal relations, part-of
and is-a, used to create hierarchies of constituents and classes. The whole
universe can be observed as a part-whole hierarchy where complex objects
are comprised of other objects (parts). On the other hand, human ability to
abstract common characteristics of similar objects and to create hierarchies
of classes is indispensable for our intelligent behavior.

The same approach can be used in Natural Language Understanding.
The part-whole hierarchy can easily be applied to sequences of characters
representing sentences: syllables are sequences of letters, words are sequences
of syllables, groups of words are sequences of words and sentences are se-
quences of groups of words. The search space of sentence meanings contains
subspaces of groups of words, words and syllables. Note that search spaces
at each level of hierarchy are relatively small (a syllable contains a few let-
ters, a word contains a few syllables, a group of words contains a few words,
etc.).

The other type of hierarchies, class hierarchy, has been applied in Natu-
ral Language Understanding mainly on a syntactic level. Although syntactic
generalization can be successfully applied to determine the syntax of a sen-
tence, it cannot be used to find its meaning. The main problem lies in the
fact that the sentences with the same syntax may have completely different
meanings. For example, sentences “John loves Mary” and “Fido chases Fe-
lix”, where Fido is a dog and Felix is a cat, share the same syntax, although
their meanings are quite different.

Another important issue that has to be solved in Natural Language Un-
derstanding is search efficiency. At the level of words, a simple hashing
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mechanism can be used to match words. This can easily be done for a rel-
atively small search space of words that contains a few hundred thousands
of words. However, difficulties arise progressively when the hashing mecha-
nism has to be applied to match groups of words or sentences, because the
corresponding search spaces are substantially larger.

An alternative approach would be to record the context for each category,
which is defined by the preceding category and all successor categories. If
we provide for all categories to be uniquely represented, which is an impor-
tant requirement related to representational and search efficiency, we can
implement an efficient constraint mechanism that will allow us to exam-
ine meaningful sequences only. When we match a category (be it a letter,
syllable, word, group of words or semantic category), we can trace its imme-
diate successor to find the next match. This is much like finite automata or
Augmented Transition Networks.

In brief, a knowledge representation technique suitable for Natural Lan-
guage Understanding should provide the following:
• representation of part-whole hierarchies
• representation of class hierarchies
• unique representation of categories at different levels of abstraction

(letters, syllables, words, groups of words, semantic categories, sentences)
• context representation
Knowledge representation techniques used in classicist approach (frames,

semantic nets, object-attribute-value triplets, rules, logical formalism) can
be used to represent part-whole and class hierarchies, some of them provide
unique representation of categories, but neither of them supports proper
context representation. Without context representation, they are not ca-
pable of representing a sequence in different contexts, for instance complex
semantic categories, which represent sequences of words and other seman-
tic categories. Frames, semantic nets and object-attribute-value triplets can
represent simple semantic categories in the form, “Apple is a fruit”, but
they cannot represent properly complex semantic categories defined using
the following grammar rules:

<departure-phrase> ::= <depart> <part-of-day> <from-phrase>

<arrival-phrase> ::= <arrive> <part-of-day> <to-phrase>

On the other hand, rules and logic formalism are capable of representing
these semantic categories, but at the price of representational and search
inefficiency, because they do not allow unique representation (e.g. for <part-
of-day>).
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The connectionist approach offers representation of part-whole and class
hierarchies and unique representation of categories. However, in the con-
nectionist model, more general classes are lower in the unit hierarchy. They
cannot represent semantic categories, nor provide semantic generalization.
Furthermore, units at the lower level of hierarchy are linked only with the
units which are one level higher. Units at the same level of hierarchy cannot
be linked with each other. This causes difficulties in the representation of
sequences and context representation. Some rather artificial solutions of this
problem have been reported, like introducing separate sequence numbering
for each level of hierarchy, role-filler binding [5] or syntactic parsing [3].

3. Hierarchical Semantic Form

Researchers in AI are divided into classicists and connectionists, and the
connectionists themselves are further divided into the supporters of localist
representation and the supporters of distributed representation. In local-
ist representation, units describe items uniquely (subsymbols and symbols),
while in distributed representation, items are represented using vectors of
units (codevectors). Localist representation is intuitive, because each unit
represents a subsymbol or symbol allowing means for easy symbolic process-
ing. However, the supporters of distributive approach object that localist
representation is not suitable for complex problems, because the number of
units grows exponentially with the number of hierarchy levels.

We think that localist representation is better suited for knowledge repre-
sentation in Natural Language Understanding than distributed representa-
tion, because it provides unique representation of subsymbols and symbols.
The objection of the exponential growth of units doesn’t stand in case of
Natural Language Understanding, because the complexity of the space of
meanings can be kept under control by using semantic generalization. How-
ever, pure localist representation is not capable of supporting semantic gen-

Fig. 1: HSF data types
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Fig. 2: Complex pattern in HSF

eralization or proper context representation, hence we propose Hierarchical
Semantic Form (HSF).

Patterns appearing in the flight timetable example (and in Natural Lan-
guage Understanding in general) are in their essence sequences. Patterns
at the lowest level of hierarchy are characters, syllables are sequences of
characters, words are sequences of syllables, groups of words are sequences
of words, semantic categories are sequences of words and other semantic
categories, while queries and flight definitions are sequences of semantic cat-
egories. Except at the lowest level of hierarchy, complex patterns represent
sequences of simpler patterns.

HSF is comprised of two types of units, groups and links, which en-
able unique representation of patterns and hierarchical organization of se-
quences. The group unit (Fig. 1.a) is similar to units in localist represen-
tation, which designates characters, groups of characters, words, semantic
categories, queries and flight definitions. This data abstraction is used to
represent sequences at different levels of hierarchy (a group points to the
first link of a sequence). One group may appear in different contexts, so it
can have many associated links (for each context – one link). This way a
unique representation of patterns is provided.
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Fig. 3: Semantic category in HSF

The link unit (Fig. 1.b) enables the creation of sequences at different
hierarchy levels. This type of units is not present in pure localist representa-
tion and, unlike ordinary units, they are linked with each other at the same
hierarchical level, thus providing intuitive and explicit sequence represen-
tation. The main role of links is to represent patterns (groups) in different
contexts. For each new context where a pattern appears, we need a new link.
A link points to the group it represents within the sequence, but also to a
preceding link and all successive links (defining the context of the pattern).
If a link is the last in the sequence of links, instead to successive links it
points to a group that represents this sequence.

In the beginning HSF consists of only predefined groups representing
characters (patterns at the lowest level). If we then feed words to SOUL al-
gorithm, HSF will grow by making patterns representing these words. Sup-
pose that we feed words: departing, from, Rome, in, the, morning, SOUL
will create new patterns corresponding to these words.

If we then enter the phrase: “departing from Rome in the morning”,
SOUL will create a more complex pattern (Fig. 2) corresponding to this
phrase consisting of simpler patterns (words).

The group at the top of hierarchy represents the phrase “departing from
Rome in the morning”, groups at the middle layer represent words, while
groups at the lowest level represent characters. SOUL uses the same knowl-
edge representation formalism, HSF, to represent patterns of different levels
of complexity.

Notice that HSF represents a hierarchical equivalent of plain text (flat
form). A plain text can be uniquely translated into a hierarchical form, and
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vice versa with no information losses. The difference between plain text
form and hierarchical form is that in the hierarchical form all patterns and
relationships between them are explicitly represented.

We use SOUL Commander, a kind of Natural Language Processing shell,
to define semantic categories of various complexities. Semantic categories
are represented in HSF using <is-a> keyword (Fig. 3).

We can easily extend the matching capabilities of <departure-phrase>
semantic category by defining new instances of <town> semantic category
(e.g., London, Berlin, New York, Tokyo), <part-of-day> (e.g., noon, after-
noon, evening, night, midnight), <depart> (e.g., departs, depart, depar-
ture), or by defining new forms of <departure-phrase> semantic category
(e.g. <departure> <part-of-day> <from-phrase>).

4. SOUL Algorithm

Space Of Universal Links (SOUL) algorithm is capable of learning new
patterns, new semantic categories and their instances. When we feed plain
text to it, SOUL algorithm performs partial matching using the existing
patterns and semantic categories defined in HSF, discovers old patterns in
new text, creates new patterns (if there are any), performs matching of
existing semantic categories and finally creates a HSF representation of new
text consisting of old and new patterns and semantic categories.

Unique representation of patterns and semantic categories gives rise to
the learning capability of SOUL algorithm. SOUL acts as a bottom-up
parser, which performs partial matching able to locate the existing patterns,
and discover new patterns if there is a sequence of existing patterns that
matches a part of new text.

Fig. 4: Pattern discovery
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Fig. 5: Creating new pattern

There are three possible cases when new patterns can be discovered: at
the beginning of sequence (Fig. 4.a), in the middle of sequence (Fig. 4.b),
and at the end of sequence (Fig. 4.c). When SOUL algorithm discovers
a new pattern, a new group, that will uniquely represent this pattern, is
created as well as two new links representing this new pattern within two
separate contexts.

Suppose that we have first entered the phrase “to Paris” in empty HSF
(Fig. 5.a), and then the phrase “from Paris”. SOUL algorithm supports
learning by repetition by discovering a new pattern “Paris”, which appears
in both phrases at the end of sequence, creates a new group for this new
pattern and two new links to represent “Paris” in phrases “to Paris” and
“from Paris” (Fig. 5.b).

5. Semantic Web Service Example

Web researchers have introduced Semantic Web [1] in an attempt to over-
come the inability of computer programs to understand the content of or-
dinary Web pages. To make computer programs understand Web pages,
they must be annotated using one of ontology or schema languages (e.g.,
XOL, SHOE, OML, RDFS, DAML+OIL, OWL), which requires translation
of existing Web pages using the chosen knowledge representation formalism.
Furthermore, the implementation of Semantic Web services requires use of
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different knowledge representation techniques, which gives rise to some in-
tegration problems [7].

We were inspired by the ATIS (Air Travel Information System) project
launched by ARPA in 1988 to develop a prototype Flight Information Service
(FIS), a Semantic Web service. The idea in ATIS project was to develop
an interactive system for querying the ATIS database and essentially going
through all the steps it would take to book a real flight. We have transferred
the problem to Semantic Web domain and simplified it so that FIS provides
only information about flight timetables.

We implemented a repository of flight timetables in natural language for
major European airlines in an ordinary HTML page. Using SOUL Comman-
der we have defined semantic categories used to understand flight definitions
as well as queries about flights.

FIS is able to process complex natural language queries about flights,
but is also able to communicate with a user in a simple dialog form where it
tries to collect the basic information about the needed flight (departure and
arrival city and day/date of flight).

FIS is storing the dialog context, which enables the processing of partial
queries like:

“Give me the first two flights only!”
“Departing at 7 o’clock in the morning”
“Departing on next Sunday”
“What are the AlItalia flights?”
Although FIS ignores words it doesn’t understand, and performs partial

parsing, which provides a great flexibility in understanding user queries, its
understanding capability is limited by the used semantic categories. How-
ever, new semantic categories can easily be added to provide better under-
standing.

6. Conclusions

Natural Language Understanding is in its essence a search problem, where
a point representing the meaning of sentence must be found in a very large
space of all possible meanings. In decreasing the problem complexity, part-
whole and class hierarchies can be of great help, while unique representation
of patterns (letters, syllables, words, groups of words, semantic categories
and sentences) at different levels of hierarchy, and proper context represen-
tation, provide efficient search. Moreover, this unique representation facil-
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itates three types of learning, learning by repetition, learning by semantic
generalization and learning by semantic specialization.

By improving the localist representation of connectionist model, we have
developed Hierarchical Semantic Form (HSF) with the corresponding Space
Of Universal Link (SOUL) algorithm that satisfies all requirements needed
for Natural Language Understanding.

To check the basic ideas underlying HSF and SOUL algorithm, we have
implemented a prototype Semantic Web service, Flight Information System
(FIS), which provides information about flight timetables using natural lan-
guage queries. HSF combined with SOUL algorithm solves the main integra-
tion problem in the implementation of Semantic Web services (translation of
existing Web pages), because they support Natural Language Understand-
ing and do not require use of annotated pages. In FIS example, we defined
the repository of flight timetables as an ordinary HTML file using natural
language. FIS is scalable and portable, so its understanding capabilities can
easily be upgraded using new semantic categories, while definitions of FIS
semantic categories can easily be reused, for instance, in a system providing
information about bus or train timetables.
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